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                Based in Milan, Multicatering is an Italian holding
                    company, whose
                    subsidiaries are focused on providing catering services for both "Offshore & Remote Sites" locations
                    and "Corporate & Industrial" entities. We offer catering services across a wide range of sectors,
                    supplying meals to major joint-stock companies in areas such as Oil & Gas, Automotive,
                    Pharmaceutical, Tobacco, Chemical, Construction, as well as Non-Profit Organizations and Educational
                    Institutions.

                After a long and intense day at work, there's nothing
                    more satisfying
                    than returning to one's room to find a welcoming, clean, and fragrant bed. For thirty years,
                    Multicatering has dedicated itself to taking care of the rooms of its clients who work in sites,
                    often in remote areas of the globe or on oil platforms, ensuring a comfortable and rejuvenating
                    environment for them.

                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                Being away from home for extended periods, it's crucial
                    for your team
                    to have clean and neatly ironed uniforms every day. Multicatering provides careful and efficient
                    laundry services, ensuring that everything is always in perfect order.

                The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of
                    having safe,
                    clean, and thoroughly sanitized environments. In this context, Multicatering stands out as the ideal
                    partner to ensure cleanliness and hygiene in work environments, whether they be offices or rooms for
                    accommodating your team. Our experience and attention to detail ensure a healthy and protected
                    working environment, where safety and well-being are always a top priority.
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                Multicatering Kazakhstan: Your Reliable Partner for Integrated Solutions
                Multicatering is a leading company in the catering and facility management sector,
                operating in
                the West Kazakhstan region since 2000. It is a part of the Offshore &
                    Remote
                    Sites division of Multicatering SpA, a global provider of integrated solutions for
                various industries.

                Specializing in serving the Oil & Gas sector, both offshore and onshore, Multicatering boasts a
                portfolio of prestigious Kazakh and international clients.

                The company offers a wide range of services, including catering, cleaning, laundry and
                    housekeeping services, maintaining high standards of quality, safety, and environmental
                protection.

                With two offices in the West Kazakhstan region, one in Aksai and one in Atyrau, Multicatering
                employs over 300 staff, trained and qualified to meet the specific needs of each client and
                project. The company also supports the local community by hiring local personnel and sourcing
                local products.
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                Multicatering Serbia: Your Reliable Partner for Catering Services
                Multicatering is a leading company in Serbia's catering market, operational since 2008. It
                is a part of theCorporate & Industrial division of Multicatering
                SpA, a global provider of integrated solutions for
                various industries.

                Specializing in catering services, Multicatering boasts a significant portfolio of
                clients in the Serbian industrial sector and has made a name for itself organizing large-scale
                    events, including the 2009 Universiade.

                The company offers a wide range of catering services, always adhering to strict standards of quality,
                safety, and environmental protection.

                Headquartered in Vršac, Multicatering employs a team of over 250 professionals, highly trained and adept
                at meeting the specific requirements of each client and project. Furthermore, the company is deeply
                committed to supporting the local community, prioritizing the employment of local staff and the use of
                local products.

                Multicatering consistently fulfills the expectations of its clients, employees, and a range of
                stakeholders, while producing more than 2.4 million meals every year.
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                Commitment and Excellence in Every Bite: Ensuring Safety, Quality, and Environmental
                    Respect
                Multicatering is committed to delivering excellence in every aspect of its operations and has obtained
                several international certifications that attest to its compliance with the best practices and
                regulations in the industry. These certifications include:

                	HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points), a system that ensures food
                        safety and hygiene.Serbia & Kazakhstan
	ISO 22000, a standard that specifies the requirements for a food safety
                        management system.Serbia & Kazakhstan
	ISO 9001, a standard that defines the criteria for a quality management
                        system.Serbia & Kazakhstan
                    
	ISO 14001, a standard that sets out the requirements for an environmental
                        management system. Kazakhstan
	ISO 45001, a standard that specifies requirements for an occupational health
                        and safety (OH&S) management system, to enable an organization to proactively improve its OH&S
                        performance in preventing injury and ill-health.Kazakhstan
                    


                These certifications demonstrate Multicatering's ability to meet the expectations of
                its clients,
                employees, and stakeholders, as well as to reduce its environmental impact and prevent accidents and
                injuries.
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                Excelling Together: Elevating Workplaces and Winning Trust of Our Clients.
                Multicatering is a trusted and experienced partner, offering a comprehensive and customized range of
                services that enhance the comfort and well-being of the workers and the efficiency and profitability of
                the projects. With a solid reputation, a skilled and motivated team, and a continuous improvement
                approach, Multicatering is ready to face the challenges and opportunities of the future, proudly serving
                a diverse array of clients who have chosen us for our excellence and reliability.
                	NCOC 
	KPO
	Bonatti
	KCOI
	Saipem
	Hemofarm
	Bosch
	Henkel
	Siemens
	Cimos
	Fresenius
	Raiffeisen Bank
	Caspian Ocean
                    
	West Pharma
                    
	Azia Teniz Group
	and many others ...
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                Beyond Catering: Contact Us for Comprehensive Facility Management Solutions
                If you're seeking a reliable partner to elevate the well-being and productivity of your employees, look
                no further. At Multicatering, we offer tailored solutions in catering and facility management, ensuring
                your workforce is well cared for. Get in touch to discover how we can support your organization's unique
                needs.
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                        Telephone: +7 (71133) 9 28 17
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                        E-mail: kazakhstan@multicatering.kz
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                        Telephone: +381 13808 068
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                        E-mail: office@multicatering.rs
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                Join Us: Build Your Career in an Innovative and Dynamic Environment
                At Multicatering, we're more than just a team – we're a community. We value innovation, dedication, and
                the unique talents of each individual. Join us, and be part of a company where your growth is our
                commitment, and your passion finds new horizons. Start your journey with us today, and shape the future
                of facility management and catering services.
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                        E-mail: cv@multicatering.kz
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